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Impact of Globalization on Industrial Relations 

In this chapter, we intend to analyze the impact of globalization on industrial relations at 
macro level and at micro level, specifically in the tea gardens of Dooars Region of West 
Bengal. 

At first, we would shed some lights on the macro level impacts of Globalization on tea 
industry in India measuring price fluctuations and also the trends of export and import of tea. 

7.1: Price Fluctuation 

Although the process of globalization in India was initiated in the year1991, our participation 
in the globalization process was however reaffirmed with the establishment of the World 
Trade Organization in 1995. The price situation of agricultural commodities in the 
international market began to show a dramatic turn around mostly from 1998 onwards. It 
started to fall down gradually, because of which Indian domestic price turned higher than 
international price, which prompted the exporters of other countries to export their 
agricultural commodities in the Indian market. This situation resulted in a wide spread decline 
in agricultural export and had also created pressure on domestic prices which is considered to 
be the root cause for the crisis most particularly felt in plantation industry in general and tea 
industry in particular1

. 

In India, with the removal of trade barriers as per the WTO agreement, the import of tea from 
countries like Sri Lanka, Vietnam and Indonesia has been increasing alarmingly. Apart from 
this, globalization has allowed several multinational companies to operate more freely in 
India. 

The Cold drink companies like Coca Cola, Pepsi, Thumbs up etc have used this opportunity to 
its full advantage and consolidated its business more firmly in India. Due to its aggressive 
advertisement, cold drinks consumption has been able to penetrate even to the remotest areas 
of India. There has been a gradual shift of preference from tea to soft drinks especially 
among the younger generation. As a result, the demand for tea has not been rising from the 
last so many years. Supply of tea in excess of demand in Indian market, has thus led to the 
gradual fall in the tea price. The other important aspect for the decline of tea price in foreign 
market is the poor quality of tea. The tea imported from countries like Vietnam, Indonesia, is 
mostly of poor quality. Most of this tea is blended with Indian teas and re-exported2 

Quality of the resulting blends thus exported is not up to the mark and hence the image of 
Indian tea in foreign market has spoiled. Consequently, the price is adversely affected. 

The growing number of small tea growers and bought leaf factories has also been responsible 
for creating over supply situation in the domestic tea market. In North Bengal alone, there 
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were around 800 small tea growers in the year of 2000 occupying an area of 6600 hectares 
and producing near about 900 million kg. of green leaf every year3 

Table 7.1 
Trends of Fluctuation of Auction Price of Tea at all India Level 

Year 
Price 

Year 
Price 

Figure 7.1 
All India Average Auction Price in Rs.J:Kg~~-----------~----

1 
-------"-"---"-_I 

Source: Tea Digest 2006 & 2007, Tea Board of India 

The Indian tea industry has been passing through a long period of depressed prices. The prices 
started declining from November 1999 onwards. The all India average auction prices for tea 
came down from about Rs. 76.43 per kg in 1998 to about Rs. 56.03 per kg during 2003, a tall 
of 26.69 percent. It has been observed from the figure 7.12 that there has been a steady rise 
in the price till the year 1998. Till the year 1998, the tea gardens made huge profits and the 
workers were also benefited in the form of proper and better welfare facilities, timely payment 
of wages, bonus, gratuities, provident funds etc. The prosperity of tea industry ensured proper 
and cordial industrial relations in the tea gardens. However, the best days of tea industry were 
short lived. 

Globalization opened the door for the global competition, allowing the countries to have easy 
access to Indian tea market. Ironically, the Indian tea industry was not well equipped to face 
the global challenges. 
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7.2: Export of Tea from India 

Nearly 24% of the global production and 75% of India's production is consumed within the 
country. China is the second-largest producer and consumer of tea in the world. India and 
China together account for about half of the world's tea production, but they export only about 
a quarter of their production due to the high consumption of tea in both countries. 
On the other hand, Kenya, Sri Lanka and Indonesia produce only 25% of world's tea, but 
control 50% of the global tea trade by exporting about 90% oftheir production4

. 

Despite having been the world's largest producer of Tea over the last fifty years, export of tea 
from India has been declining considerably in the post -Globalization period. 

Table 7.2 
Value of Export of Tea (Rs in Thousand) from India during 1991-2006 

2006 

20065260 

Source: Tea Digest 2006 & 2007, Tea Board oflndia 

Figure 7.2 
Trends of Export of Tea from India during the Period 1991-2006 

··-:---- ··-~·--···· 

Source: Tea Digest 2006 & 2007, Tea Board of India 

From Table 7.12, we find that in the year 1991, the export oftea was valued at Rs 11345533 
which then made a remarkable progress to reach as high as Rs 23094360 in 1998 which 
means that from 1991 to 1998 the value of export almost doubled itself. However, from the 
year 1999 onwards, export of tea began to fall down drastically. It reached its lowest in 2003 
when it touched the value ofRs 15902128. 

After registering a fall by over 30% from 1998 till 2003, the export of tea began to show 
slight improvement from 2003 onwards. From 2003, the value of tea export climbed up to Rs 
20065260 in 2006, an increase by over 26%. 
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Quality has always been the biggest consideration in tea exports. Other emerging countries 
like Sri Lanka and Kenya are scoring high due to modem methods of production and 
branding. Whereas, India is on continuous slippage in terms of quality and branding thereby 
giving away its share of exports. 
Another important aspect of globalization which has hit the Indian tea export hardly is Non 
Tariff Barriers (NTB's). NTB's have been, to a considerable extent responsible for the 
gradual fall in the export of tea from India. The countries importing Indian tea have set up 
new standards on the amount of pesticides used on tea. Apart from the restrictions on the use 
of pesticides on tea, some of the countries are denying to accept Indian tea on account of use 
of child labour in the tea industry. As a result the Indian tea export has been loosing its 
potential market. 

Ethical Trade Partnership: 

Some of the developed countries have decided to purchase tea only from those countries who 
are the members of Ethical Trade partnership (ETP).Some of the reputed companies namely 
Goodricke, Duncans etc. have become the members of ETP so that the tea produced by these 
companies are easily exported. On the other hand, tea produced by the larger sectors are not 
be easily exported which ultimately results in the declining of Indian total export of tea to a 
considerable extent. 

Globalization has thus had a negative impact on the tea industry of India. It has been mainly 
responsible for the decline in tea export from India. Declining export and increasing import 
placed tremendous pressure on prices leading to loss in profitability and loss in foreign 
exchange earning. As a consequence of this, the Indian tea industry witnessed several 
numbers of sickness and closure and Dooars tea gardens are not exception to this. In fact, the 
tea gardens of Dooars region have been the worst sufferer. Closures of about 14 tea gardens 
have been reported so far from Dooars. The workers have been severely affected. The 
deplorable conditions of the workers and growing unrest among them have ensured 
deteriorating industrial relations in the tea gardens of Do oars region 5 

7.3: Import of Tea into India 

The Globalization process has been initiated in our country from 1991 onwards and India 
became one of the signatories of World Trade Organization (WTO).As per the WTO norms 
and guidelines, free flow of goods and services among the members of the WTO countries are 
granted. In order to comply with the stipulation as laid down in the WTO agreement, 
Government of India decided to reduce its import duties on different commodities and 
services to a considerable extent which ultimately laid towards the free flow of goods and 
services throughout the country. The Globalization is ultimately intended to reduce and to 
remove the trade barriers in respect of all sorts of goods and services. As a result of which, 
India has relaxed its duties on tea imports and has thus paved the way for easy accessibility of 
foreign tea into the Indian tea market. Most of this tea is of poor quality from countries like 
Vietnam and Indonesia where prices are lower than in India. 
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Most of it is blended with Indian teas and re-exported. Quality of the resulting blends of tea 
exported to different countries is not up to the mark and can therefore jeopardize the Indian 
tea image in the global market. 

Also the availability of this surplus tea affects price in the domestic market and as a result the 
tea industry in India has to suffer in terms of low price and poor profitability. Ever since the 
arrival of globalization in India, import of tea has been increasing considerably. With tariff 
barrier no longer in practice or existence, tea from the countries like Sri Lanka, Vietnam and 
Indonesia are penetrating into our domestic market. The removal of quantitative restrictions 
on import is posing problem to the domestic tea market6

. 

Table 7.3 
The Value of Import of Tea into India during the Period 1991-2006 

Year 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 

Import of tea {Rs in Crores) 4.2 5.14 3.99 1.1 2.41 

Year 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 

Import of tea (Rs in Crores) 61.97 96.67 86.59 105.32 66.23 
Source: Tea Digest 2006 & 2007, Tea Board of Indta 

Figure 7.3 

1996 1997 1998 

6.21 17.79 64.73 
2004 2005 2006 

145.15 102.77 111.02 

The Trend of Import of Tea in India during the Period 1991-2006 

Source: Tea Digest 2006 & 2007, Tea Board of India 

From table 7.14 we found that in 1991, the import of tea into India was just Rs 4.2 crores. In 
2006, however, it had reached its all time high with Rs 111.02 crores. The enormity of 
change in the value of import of tea into India from 1991 to 2006 tells us about the gravity of 
impact; the globalization has had on the fortune of lndian tea industry. Between 1998 and 
2006, import of tea increased by over 70%. 

The import of tea in India in the post- Globalization period has increased to a huge extent. 
With the foreign tea finding easy access into Indian market, the Indian tea industry is bound to 
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suffer. Such situation places tremendous pressure on prices leading to continued loss m 
profitability. 

7.4: Impact of Globalization on Tea Industry at Micro Level 

In order to find out the impact of Globalization on tea industry located in the Dooars region of 
West Bengal, we have decided to measure the affect on the following important parameters of 
Industrial Relations, namely 

a) Man days lost due to strikes 
b) Man days lost due to Gate meeting 
c) Quantum of Gratuity dues 
d) Social cost incurred by the planters 
e) Trade union membership 
f) Quantum of money spent for up gradation of technology 
g) Promotional opportunities 
h) Status of permanent workers 

Each of the aforesaid parameters plays a very vital role in shaping the industrial relations in 
the tea gardens. The analysis of these parameters in the backdrop of pre and post globalization 
period can therefore help to understand the nature of changes which have taken place in the 
industrial relations in the tea gardens of Dooars region as a result of Globalization7

• Though 
we know that Globalization in India carne into force in the year 1991 but its actual impacts on 
tea industries of India were experienced only from about 1999. We have therefore taken the 
period 1991 to 1998 as pre-Globalization period and 1999 to 2006 as post- Globalization 
period. 

This chapter attempts to examine the impact of globalization on various parameters of 
industrial relations in the tea gardens of Dooars region. 

7.4.1: Man days Lost due to Strike 

Similar to the other industries in West Bengal, the tea industry also suffers from frequent 
work stoppages in the form of strikes and lockout. Ever since the emergence of trade union in 
the tea industry, the strikes have been the common phenomena. There has been a tendency to 
resort to strikes and gheraos which often degenerated in violence, confinement and assault of 
the managerial staff. The causes of strikes in the tea garden of Dooars include the following: 

I) Wages 
2) Bonus 
3) Welfare facilities 
4) Indiscipline and violence 
5) Hours ofwork 
6) Intra trade union rivalry 
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Strikes in tea industry result most frequently from differences regarding rates of wages. The 
data available from the selected tea gardens of Dooars region in respect of strikes from the 
year 1991 to 2006 shows an erratic nature of industrial disputes. 

Table 7.4 
Average Number of Strikes in Selected T.Gs ofDooars Region during the 

Period 1991-2006 

Year 

No of Strikes 

[i;r 
No of Strikes 

Figure 7.4 
The Trends of Frequency of Strike in Dooars Tea Garden during the Period 

1991-2006 

"!6.00 

"14.00 

f 
12.00 

10.00 

8.00 

6.00 
4~00 

2,00 

year 

Source: Individual tea garden records {various years) 

In table 7.15, no uniform and regular upward or downward trend is noticed in the frequency 
of strikes in the selected tea gardens of Dooars region. The occurrence of strikes has been 
erratic in nature. In 1999 and 2005, there was an unusual/abnormal proliferation in the 
number of strikes in these gardens. In the year 1999, tea industry from Dooars, Terai and 
Darjeeling went on strikes for lO consecutive days on the issue of wage increments. Similarly, 
in 2005, over 3.5 Jakhs workers in the 350 tea gardens in North Bengal went on an indefinite 
strike from July 1 I following the failure of negotiations over their demand for higher wages. 
The stalemate over wages came to an end on July 25, when the parties concerned arrived at a 
settlement. 
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The strike was called by the Coordination Committee for Plantation Workers (CCPW) and the 
Defense Committee for Plantation Workers' Rights (DCPWR) -the bodies that represent all 
tea workers' unions in North Bengal. The planters ultimately offered a hike of Rs.8 over a 
period of three years (Rs.2.50 each in the first two years and Rs.3 in the third year), which 
was accepted by the union representatives. 

From fig 7 .15, we find that the average number of strikes during the period 1991-1998 was 
3.20 where it was 4.86 during 1999-2006 which suggest that the number of strikes has 
increased in the post- Globalization period. The huge spurt in the number of strikes in 1999 
and 2005 has been mainly responsible for the increased number of over all strikes in the post
Globalization period; otherwise the magnitude of strikes in pre and post- Globalization period 
did not witness any significant changes. 

But when by taking into consideration the average number of strikes in these two phases 
separately, we find that the number of strikes as a whole has increased in post- Globalization 
period. Thus, the inference that we can draw from the above discussion is that the number of 
strikes in the post-Globalization period in the tea gardens of Dooars region has increased to a 
considerable extent. 

During the Post- globalization phase, two major industry wise strikes took place in the year 
1999 and 2005 for 10 and 15 days respectively which resulted in the huge loss of man days in 
the tea gardens. These two strikes have been mainly responsible for the increased number of 
man days lost in the post-Globalization period as against the pre-Globalization period. Other 
wise there aren't any major differences in the number of man days lost in the pre and post
Globalization period. 

Among the various other causes, demand for higher wages and higher bonus have been the 
main reasons for strikes in tea gardens. Frequent strikes shattered the peaceful environment 
prevailing in the tea gardens. The relationship between the management and the workers thus 
began to deteriorate in the process. 

The tea industry has to suffer heavy losses due to strikes. If the strike takes place during the 
monsoon season (peak season for tea industry), the quantum of loss incurred increases to 
many folds. 

During the Industry wise strike in 2005, the tea industry in North Bengal suffered a staggering 
loss of around Rs.6.5 crores a day and production wise, around 1 million kg. a day. Plucking 
of tea is the primary activity without which production oftea cannot take place. Any stoppage 
in this activity would therefore cripple the entire production process. Thus the strikes do no 
good to the already ailing tea industry other than leading it to the more deteriorating situation. 
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7.4.2: Gate Meeting in the Tea Garden 

Along with strike and lockout, gate meeting is one of the most decisive factors in determining 
industrial relations in the tea gardens. The workers hold gate meeting to discuss about their 
grievances and in order to attract the notice of the management towards those grievances. The 
occurrence of gate meeting in the tea gardens is more frequent than strikes but its duration is 
much smaller than those of strikes. 

The gate meeting takes place for minimum of half an hour and it can stretch to about 2 hours 
depending upon the gravity of the issues involved. The gate meetings generally take place in 
front of the gate of the factory or the office of the management. It is held generally in the 
working hours of morning shift before resuming the work. All the workers of the gardens 
assemble in front of the gate of the factory or the staff room and raise slogans in support of 
their demands. The leaders of the trade union are also present during the gate meeting. 
Among the various issues involved in gate meeting in tea gardens, few notables are as under: 

1) Delayed wages 
2) Construction of new houses 
3) Fringe benefits (umbrella, slippers, tarpaulin etc) 
4) Additional employment 
5) Badli workers 
6) Electricity connection 
7) Bonus rate 
8) Decasualization ofworkers 
9) Elephant depredation 
1 0) Repairing of houses 

So far as Dooars tea gardens are concerned, the occurrence of gate meeting has been a regular 
feature. From the data generated from the selected tea gardens of Dooars region, we find that 
there has been an increasing tendency in the number of gate meeting in these gardens during 
the post- Globalization period. 

Table 7.5 
Average Man days Lost due to Gate Meeting during the Period 1991 to 

2006 
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Figure 7.5 

Average Man days Lost due to Gate Meeting during the Period 1991 to 
2006 

----~-- - --~-~~~-- - -~- ------~-~----~- ---- -~- - --~-- -----~------- --------~ ~- -~----

Mandays lost due to Gate Meetings 

J 
I 

year 

Source: Individual tea garden records (various years) 

From table 7.5, it is revealed that there has certainly been a considerable increase in the 
average man days lost due to gate meeting in the post- Globalization period. The average 
man days lost between the period 1991 to 1998 is just around 961 where as it is 1241 during 
the period 1999 to 2006 which clearly suggest that in the post- Globalization period average 
man days lost has increased considerably. 

Though gate meeting takes place for comparatively short period of time, it leads to the 
wastage of vital working hours of morning shift when the workers remain fresh and energetic. 
Consequently, the plucking of leaves is interrupted and total leaf plucked falls down for the 
day. The loss incurred due to gate meeting increases to many folds during the peak flush 
season. 

The increasing trend of gate meeting in Dooars Tea gardens is an indicator of worsening 
labour management relations in these gardens. It throws light on the management's concern 
for the workers. The closer look into the main causes of gate meeting gives us an idea about 
the deprivation of workers from many benefits. The management has failed to meet its 
obligation set forth under the Plantation Labour Act 1951. The workers on the other hand 
have been trying hard to avail these benefits from the management. As a result of which the 
industrial relations in these gardens have been adversely affected. 
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7.4.3: Quantum of Gratuity Dues 

Through the data obtained from the selected tea gardens of Dooars regions, it is found that the 
quantum of gratuity dues has increased enormously during the post~Globalization period. 

Table 7.6 
Quantum of Gratuity Dues in the Dooars T.Gs during the period 

1991 to 2006 

Pre Globalization Period 

Year J 
1991 I 1992 1 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 I 

I 

Gratuity I l ~9823.2 58485.27 I Dues I 42402.93 1 45313.3 47923.1 42150.57 41100.8 37500.9 

Post Globalization Period 

-,-------ru---~----
2002 2003 

2004 -+--~ Year 1 1999 2000 2001 

Gratuity j ~ 
197953.8 182943.3 146626.1 I 127869.4 I 1 Dues 77590~ 103957,3 149495.8 

----"--~ 

2006 i 
--1 

76531.3 J 
Source: Individual tea garden records (various years) 

Figure 7.6 
The Trend of Gratuity Dues during the Period 1991-2006 in the Selected 

T.Gs ofDooars Region 

f 

Source: Individual tea garden records (various years) 

From table 7 .6, it is observed that the quantum of average gratuity dues from the year l991 to .· 
1998 did not show much fluctuation and remained close to around Rs 40,000. However, from. 
1998 onwards, it began to pile up in huge Quantum. 

It is very clear from the chart, that in the post-Globalization period, the quantum of grand'' 
dues have increased enormously. It is thus clearly revealed from the figure 7.6 that, there 
been a huge increase in the quantum of gratuity dues in the selected tea gardens of 
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regions in the post- Globalization period. It indicates that with the advent of globalization, the 
tea industry began to witness the downfall in their overall performance resulting in inadequate 
welfare facilities to the workers as well as post retirement benefits. The analysis shows that in 
the post- Globalization phase, the dues of gratuity have remarkably increased. 

The situation can be interpreted in such a way that due to globalization, the competition is so 
stiff that the employers are not even focusing on a very crucial social issue in relation to the 
employees that is payment of gratuity to the employees on time. 

Table 7.7 
Average Gratuity Dues in Selected Tea Gardens ofDooars Region from 

1991 to 2006 
Name of the Tea garden Average Gratuity Dues Average Gratuity Dues 

Pre and Post Globalization Period (1991-98) (1999-2006) 

Washabari T.E 35545.00 115502.00 

Kadambini T.E 36860.88 116907.13 ~ 
DimaT.E 41640.88 103084.63 I 

AibheeiT.E 49045.13 114466.25 

Chulsa T.E 28982.88 107628.63 

BeachT.E 33800.13 118527.88 I 
Ho_peT.E 30033.75 93349.00 

Jiti T.E 37302.00 96155.88 

Gandrapara T.E 36005.38 99602.63 

Karbala T.E 32087.38 97850.25 

Kumargram T.E 35668.88 103252.63 

Newdooars T.E 40639.13 114353.50 

Bagrakot T.E 36280.25 98874.75 

Birpara T.E 62126.63 269102.38 

Hilla T.E 65712.25 148578.63 

Lankapara T.E 25064.50 57821.88 

Neora Nuddy T.E 29960.88 141462.75 

T otapara T. E 127626.00 469442.75 

Ethelbari T.E 43233.13 166293.00 

DamdimT.E 60007.38 178687.50 -· 
Batabarl T.E 35657.50 98478.38 

Rungamatti T.E 49260.25 156117.50 

Kurti T.E 34312.00 98642.88 

Choonabhatti T.E 55784.50 223697.38 

Banarhat T.E 75187.38 182351.00 

Killcott T.E 42800.50 105549.88 

Nageshwari T.E 62404.63 132800.50 

MadhuTE 39957.75 225409.25 

Baintgoorie T.E 32902.00 176984.00 

Matelli T.E 51736.38 150153.13 
Source: Individual tea garden records (various years) 
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If the quantum of gratuity falls due in a large amount or rather we can say that if there is an 
increasing tendency of gratuity fallen heavily due, industrial relations is supposed to be badly 
affected because gratuity helps a retired person or the legal heirs of a deceased employee to 
maintain its day-to-day livelihood in the absence of earnings m terms of 
monthly/weekly/daily payments. 
So mounting of gratuity dues creates a fear psychosis in the minds of the existing employee 
that they/ their legal heirs may also be deprived of this benefit in the future. So they cannot 
concentrate on their activities and it adversely affects their level of motivation and 
productivity. 

So, mounting of gratuity dues has got an adverse relationship on industrial relations of an 
industry in general and tea industry in particular. 

7.4.4: Social Cost borne by the Planters as per the Plantation Labour Act 
1951 

The Plantation labor Act, 1951 provides for the welfare of plantation labor and regulate the 
condition of work in plantation. The Plantation Labor Act is unique in the fact that it requires 
the employer to provide the workers with medical facilities, housing facilities, sickness and 
maternity benefits and other form of social security measures. 
Provisions laid down under the Plantation Labor Act, 195 I, are as under: 

Housing Facility: 

As per section 15 of the Plantation labor Act, 1951, every employer is required to provide and 
maintain necessary housing accommodation for the workers. 

Medical Facility: 

According to Section 10 of the PLA, the Medical care and health facilities in the tea gardens 
forms an integral pmi of the labour welfare programme. This not only provide protection 
against sickness which causes absenteeism but also ensures availability of physically fit and 
stable manpower for economic development. 

Educational Facilities: 

Section 14 of the Plantation Labor Act states that the State Government may make rule 
requiring every employer to provide educational facility for the children between the age of 6 
and 12 of the workers of the tea gardens. 
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Drinking Water: 

Section 8 under The Plantation Labor Act stipulates that in every plantation, effective 
arrangement shall be made by the employer to provide and maintain at convenient places in 
the plantation for sufficient supply of wholesome drinking water for the workers. 

Canteen Facility: 

Under Section I 1, the State Government may make rules requiring that in every plantation 
wherein one hundred and fifty workers are ordinarily employed, one or more canteens shall be 
provided and maintained by the employer for the use of the workers. 

Creches Facility: 

According to Section 12 of the PLA, the employer must provide and maintain suitable rooms 
for children where the number of workers is more than fifty or the number of children of 
women workers is twenty or more. 

Recreational Facilities: 

Every employer is required to make provision in the Plantation for recreational facilities for 
the workers and their children (Section 13). 

Social security measures provided in the Plantation labor Act, 1951 have definitely played a 
crucial role in improving the standard of living of plantation workers. As most of the 
plantation workers belong to the weaker section of the society and also considering the fact 
that more than 50% of the workers are women, the continuation of these measures become all 
the more imperative. 

However with the advent of globalization, the Indian tea industry has been experiencing a 
crisis arising out of a high degree of competition in international market resulting in 
stagnation or decline in prices. The profitability of the industry at the low level of prices did 
not provide the way to meet the social cost by the planters. 

Consequently, the workers have been deprived of various facilities available to them as per 
the Plantation Labor Act. The social cost borne by the planters in India is the highest as 
compared to any other tea producing countries. The planters are responsible for the welfare of 
their workers right from the "womb" to the "tomb" which actually means, starting from the 
maternity benefits to the expecting mother and creches facilities to the babies of the workers 
till the cremation on the death of the workers, the planters have to take the whole burden 
solely and to compound the problem for the planters, a vast sum of money being funneled into 
rural development scheme through Panchayat and other local bodies, bypasses plantation 
areas presumably because of the existence of the provision of the Plantation Labour Act 
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1951.In the countries like Sri Lanka, Kenya, Vietnam etc, the competitors of Indian tea, the 
Plantation Act are not as stringent as in India due to which they are not bound by the law to 
provide welfare provisions to the workers compulsorily. Hence their cost of production is 
very low and is therefore more globally competitive. 

The data collected from the Dooars tea gardens regarding the social cost reveals the gradual 
decline in the quantum of social expenditure incurred by the planters. The decline has been 
observed more specifically from the year 2000 when the tea industry in the Dooars was under 
the severe crisis. The trend of expenditure on social cost by the tea planters in selected tea 
gardens ofDooars region is given in figure 7.7. 

Table 7.8 
Average Social Cost borne by the Planters (as per the Plantation Labour 

Act, 1951) in the Selected T.Gs ofDooars Region 

Pre Globalization Period -ly ear 

~ 
1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 

·~~ ocial cost 8443342 8596182 8777415 8782732 8740827 8811671 8926836 8916556 

Post Globalization Period 
j Year ::+· 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 

8385$78 8100952 7961026 7660811 7330927 1 Social cost 1 877 4532 
Source: individual tea garden records (various years) 

Figure: 7.7 
Average Social Cost borne by the planters (as per the Plantation 

Labour Act, 1951) 
Average Social Cost 

Source: Individual tea garden records (various years) 

The average social cost in the Dooars tea gardens maintained a steady progress till the year 
1998. However, when the tea industry began to experience depression in tea market, the social 
cost began to fall down. Most of the tea gardens in Dooars were forced to cut down on social 
cost to remain competitive. They resorted to paying labour wages lower than minimum 
wages, defaulted even the statutory payments like provident funds and gratuity to workers, 
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working hand in glove with trade union leaders for carrying out discriminatory labour 
practices, not adequately taking care of the health and safety of the workers. The social cost 
therefore plunged down significantly during the post-Globalization period. 

Due to non availability of sufficient wholesome drinking water, the workers and their family 
members have been suffering from various water borne diseases. Provision for medical 
facilities has also broken down. Most of the gardens have no permanent doctors. 

Supplies of free medicines to the workers have stopped in most of the gardens. Thus the 
workers are left on their own to fight for their survival. The workers have therefore turned 
more violent and resort to strikes to pressurize the management. The industrial relations is 
thus fast deteriorating in the tea gardens ofDooars region. 

The apathetic or indifferent attitude on the part of the owners of the tea gardens regarding 
implementation of the provision of Plantation Labour Act 1951 is due to the fact that non 
implementation of any provision of the Act would attract a maximum penalty ofRs 500. 

The second prosecution could invite a penalty of Rs 1000. Laxity in enforcing the laws on the 
part of the Government and the very light penalties with which the management can get easily 
escape generally encourages most of the management to ignore their statutory responsibilities. 
The administrative infrastructure to monitor the implementation of Plantation Labour Act in 
the tea garden is grossly inadequate. 

The Government is not equipped with adequate machinery and manpower to discharge its 
responsibilities. The fines charged for the contravention of any of the provisions of the 
Plantation Labour Act are too meager so that it is cheaper for the management to pay the fines 
rather than to comply with the provisions of the Act. 

7.4.5: Trade Union Membership 

All the Trade unions in the Dooars tea gardens are registered under the Trade Unions Act 
1926 and these are affiliated with various National Trade Union Federations like CITU, 
INTUC, UTUC, etc. The CITU affiliated unions have members in almost all the tea gardens 
of Dooars. The membership of CITU is the highest among the total workers in the Dooars. 
In membership strength, CITU is followed by the INTUC affiliated unions which has a small 
number of union membership. 
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The trade union present in the Dooars tea gardens along with its membership (in %) are as 
follows: 

1) Cha Bagan Mazdoor Union (CBMU) (Affiliated to CITU, an associate of CPI (M).) Most 

ofthe Labours (80 %) are under its lobby. 

2) National Union for Plantation Workers (NUPW) (Affiliated to INTUC, an associate of 

Congress.) Only 10% of the total workers are under its lobby. 

3) West Bengal Cha Shramik Union (WBCSU) (Affiliated to HMS, an associate of Janata 

Da1) Only 5% ofthe total labours are under its lobby. 

4) Dooars Cha Bagan Workers Union (DCBWU) (Affiliated to UTUC, an associate ofRSP). 

About 5% ofthe total labours are under its lobby. 

5) Pashchim Banga Cha Bagan Shramik Karmachari Union (PBCBSKU) 

6) West Bengal Tea Garden Employees Association (WBTGEA) 

7) West Bengal Cha Mazdoor Sabha (WBCMS) 

8) North Bengal Tea Plantation Employees Union (NBTPEU) 

While about 55% of the workforce in these gardens is female, we found that the presence of 
women in the union leadership is almost zero. Most of the gardens have more than 1 major 
trade union. 21% of the gardens had 4 or more unions, while 32% had three unions. 

Only 42% had a single union. Multiplicity of unions has been blamed by some people in the 
management as one of the factors leading to non-viability of the gardens. They feel that they 
have to negotiate and compromise with many different interests groups, some of whom may 
be pulling in opposite directions8 
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Table 7.9 
Average Trade Union Membership in Dooars T.Gs during the Period 1991 

to 2006 

Pre Globalization Period 

Year 

Membership · 

Post Globalization Period 

Figure: 7.8 
Trends of Trade Union Membership in Dooars T.Gs during the Period 

1991-2006 

. 

'···.····· 
I 
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Year 

Source: Individual tea garden records, (various years) 

The table 7.19 reveals that from the year 1991 to 1998, the trade union membership has 
maintained a uniform and steady trend. However, after 1999, there has been a considerable 
decline in trade union membership. It decreased over 7 percent during the period 1999 to 
2006. 

In the post-Globalization period, there has been a growing tendency among the workers to 
distance themselves away from trade union activities as they are more concerned about the 
survival of the industry for their own survival. 
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Trade unions have taken root in the tea garden of Dooars region against tremendous 
opposition from the planters and there is no denying the fact that over the years they have 
played an important role in improving the condition of the workers. 

But today's picture of union in tea plantation of Dooars emerges different from that of the 
past. The union leaders who are often outsiders, show little sympathy towards the sufferings 
of the working class and are more interested to meet their own selfish ends and gain political 
mileage. The Plantation Labour Act 1951 makes it mandatory for the employers to provide 
facilities like housing, health, sanitation, drinking water, creches etc. 

But these facilities are rarely found in the tea gardens. The trade union leaders have remained 
indifferent to these needs of the workers. They have not organized any movement against the 
violation of the Plantation Labor Act. They have restricted their movement only to the wage 
negotiation with the planters. Almost 14 tea gardens in the Dooars are still lying closed. It has 
been almost 8 years since these gardens were closed. 

But the trade unions present in these gardens has so far failed to do anything concrete to open 
these gardens. Due to the Trade unions inability to open the closed tea gardens, the workers 
have lost faith on them. 

It has also been revealed that the trade union leaders take no interest in developing leadership 
from the grass root level. In tea industry, women workers form a substantial volume of the 
total workforce (almost 55 %). But the trade union leaders do not encourage the women 
workers to come to the union leadership. Thus trade union movement has proved to be a 
failure resulting in the decline in the trade union membership over the years. 

One of the significant features of the trade union movement in the tea Industry in the Dooars 
region is outside leadership. Most of these leaders belonging to different political parties are 
less interested in labour welfare and are more concerned to secure private and personal ends 
and to get political mileage. Several factors have been responsible for the outside interference 
in the executive of trade union in the tea gardens. First, the majority of workers are illiterate. 
Second, fear of victimization and ofbeing summarily dismissed by management. 
Third, financial weakness of the trade union and absence of full time trade union workers 
have given the opportunity to an outsider to interfere in the trade union's administration and 
in the executives of the trade unions. 

During the pre-Globalization Era, the trade unions in the tea gardens were more aggressive. 
They had the tendency to resort to strikes on the slightest pretext. 
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But now in the post-Globalization period, the scenario has changed. With the pressure of 
maintaining competitive edge, the management can no longer meet the unreasonable demands 
of the trade unions. 

The workers have also realized the need to cooperate with the management and hence they are 
distancing themselves away from the trade union activities. As a result the total membership 
in the Dooars tea gardens has been declining considerably. 

Trade union is one of the important actors of industrial relations. In spite of some drawbacks, 
trade unions play an important role in shaping the industrial relations in the tea gardens. 

It's declining popularity and limiting influence over the workers is bound to upset the healthy 
industrial relations in the tea gardens. The vacuum created by the absence or the reduced role 
of the trade union has lead to a situation of imbalance in the power structure in the tea 
gardens. The trade union has been gradually losing its strength and power while the 
employer's association has assumed more power. This sort of situations is not conducive for 
maintaining congenial industrial relations in the tea gardens. The fear of lockout and closure 
of unit dominates the feeling of the workers. They feel reluctant to go on strike or raise any 
form of protest as it may provoke employer to close down the garden. 

7.4.6: Quantum of Money Spent for Up Gradation of Technology 

Most ofthe Tea gardens in Dooars region have been established during the British period and 
it is ironical to know that the technology in use in these tea gardens are more or less the same 
as those being used during the British period except some slight modifications. 

Globalization has no doubt thrown challenges to the Industries world over, but it has created 
opportunities as well in the form of gradual exchanges of new ideas, knowledge, technology 
etc. But it is ironical that the tea Industry in India has not been able to utilize these 
opportunities. It has not so far gone for the modernization or up gradation of its technology 
for which it has to pay heavy price in the form of low productivity, high cost of production 
and poor quality of tea produced. Consequently, it has been loosing its conventional and 
potential markets. 

Through the data obtained from the selected tea gardens of Dooars regions, it has been found 
that amount spent on technological up gradation has not been impressive or inspiring even 
during the pre- Globalization period. However, it has dropped to a huge extent in the post
Globalization period. 
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The management seems to be either 'unable' or 'unwilling' to invest huge amount of money 
required for up gradation of technology. The trend of technological up gradation in the 
selected tea gardens of Dooars region during the period 1991-2006 is presented below with 
the help of Table 7.9. 

F 

Table 7.10 

Amount of Expenditure on Technological Up Gradation in Dooars T.Gs 
Pre Globalization Period 

Year 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 

Amount 
(Rs) 69178 40190.67 37985.17 49053.33 32065.79 28262.07 28353.33 29733.63 

Post Globalization Period 

Year I 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 

AmountRs) I 21883.33 22991.83 17635.73 19050.4 20441.83 12997.33 11816.07 11852.41 

Source: Individual tea garden records (various years) 

Figure 7.9 
The Trend of Technological Up Gradation in the Selected Tea Gardens of 

Dooars Region during the Period 1991-2006 

Source: Individual tea garden records (various years) 

The table 7.10 shows that quantum of money spent for up gradation of technology has not 
been impressive in the Dooars tea gardens. During the period 1991 to 1998, the amount of 
expenditure has been quite satisfactory but not up to the level expected considering the higher 
level of profit during this period. There isn't any least surprise to find the sharp decline in the 
amount of expenditure from the year 1998. The tea industry which did not plough back the 
profit even during the best days could hardly be expected to incur heavy expenditure required 
for technological up gradation at the time of crisis. So we find that, from Rs 29734 in 1998, 
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the average expenditure for technological up gradation cost came down to Rs 11852 in 2006 
which means a fall by over 60 %. 

So from the line graph in figure 7.9, it is clear that there has been a considerable decline in the 
quantum of expenditure incurred by the planters for the up gradation of technology. 

The consequence of neglecting such an important aspect of tea production is anybody's guess. 
The tea industry had to suffer problems like low productivity, high cost of production and 
poor quality of tea produced. This adversely affected the profitability of the tea industry, 
which in turn gave birth to several labour associated problems like strike, lockout, gheraos 
etc. 

Unlike India, the other tea producing countries of the world like China, Sri Lanka, have 
realized the need to upgrade their industries with new technologies. As a result, their cost of 
production is comparatively low and quality of tea produced is high and hence they are more 
competitive in the global market. 

In the Dooars region, some of the tea gardens belonging to well established tea company like 
Goldbrick, Tata, etc. have been giving due importance to up gradation of technology in their 
respective tea gardens. They have been spending considerable amount of money for equipping 
their gardens with latest technology. However, there has been sharp fall in quantum of money 
spent for this purpose in the post- Globalization period. 

Some of the technological up gradation and modification which has been observed in the 
selected tea gardens of Dooars region are as follows-

1) New VFBD drier replacing the conventional drier. 

2) Installation of monorail system in the factory, reducing the use of manual labour to huge 

extent. 

3) Introduction of new withering trough shed. 

4) New milling machine. 

5) Vibro screen, replacing the Hobrow system used for sorting of tea in factory. 

6) Use of computer mainly for official use. 
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7.4.7: Promotional Opportunities 

There exists a strict hierarchy level in the organizational structures of the tea gardens. The 
levels of management in tea industry are quite similar to other types of industries. The 
different levels of management in tea industries are presented in table 7 .11. 

Table-7.11 
Different Levels of Management 

l 
Fitd 

Depu1 Manager 

Senior manager .. 
Assistant manager .. 
Garden Babu .. 

Sa1dar 

Workers 

~anag,;"entnBoard 

~anager 

* l 
Factory 

+ 
DeputY, Manager 

S . + emor manager .. 
Assistant manager .. 

Factlry Clerk 

Supervisor .. 
Workers 

The Manager lies at the top of the hierarchy and holds utmost power in the tea gardens. Next 
to the Manager are Assistant managers whose duty is to assist the manager in managing the 
affairs of the garden. 

Below them are the staff category which consists of office clerks, factory assistant and garden 
assistant. The clerks in the office are headed by the head clerk. He supervises work in office 
and also handles cash. Next to the staff category are the sub staffs which are mainly 
supervisory staff and generally promoted from the rank of workers. They are paid on monthly 
basis and their wages are slightly higher than that of daily rated workers. 

In the sub staff category, Munshi and Sardar are the highest designation. Next to Munshi 
comes Chaprasi followed by Baidar. The work of a Baidar is to keep attendance of sub staff 
and workers in the field. The Dafadar comes next to Baidar. He is the group leader and has to 
guide the workers at every step. The work of the dafadar is to make a link between the 
workers and the management. Besides these, there also exist paniwala, davawala, drivers, 
mechanics, cleaners etc. and finally at the very bottom of the hierarchy, are the ordinary 
labours, which forms the majority of the labour force9

. 
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Promotional opportunity in the tea gardens is very limited, the reason being the fact that the 
Sub Staff is the highest position to which the workers can be promoted. The posts above it are 
mostly occupied by the well educated and trained managerial person from the adjoining urban 
areas. The workers, however educated and trained, can move up to the level of Sub Staff, but 
rarely beyond. 

There are no definite criteria for promotion in the tea gardens. The various factors which are 
taken into consideration before selecting a worker for being promoted are as follows: 

1) Worker's length of service in the tea garden/ service records 
2) Level of performance/ efficiency 
3) Loyalty towards management 
4) Trade Union's reference 
5) Educational qualification 

Over the years we find that the scope for promotion of workers in the tea gardens of Dooars 
region has been gradually falling down. The Changing pattern of number of promotion 
awarded to the workers of Dooars tea garden during the period 1991 to 2006 is shown with 
the help of Figure 7.1 0. 

Year 

Table 7.12 
Number of Workers Promoted during the Period 1991-2006 

Pre Globalization Period 

Promotions 

Post Globalization Period 

Year 

Promotions 

Source: Individual tea garden records (various years) 

Figure 7.10 
Number of Workers Promoted during the Period 1991-2006 

Source: Individual tea garden records (various years) 
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It is clear from the figure 7.10 that during the period from 199 I to 2006, there has been 
considerable fall in the number of promotion of the workers. In 1991, number of workers 
promoted was 99 where as in 2006 it was only 43. Thus during this period, number of 
promotion decreased by over 57 per cent. Close look at the trend of promotion reveals that 
during the period from I 991 to I 998, the decline is comparatively not as steep as during the 
period 1999 to 2006 where the fall is much steeper. The percentage change (decrease) during 
1991 -1998 is just 22 per cent and the average promotion per year is 86.5. Where as during 
the period 1999-2006, the percentage change (decrease) is 33 percent and average promotion 
per year is 52.8. 

It is thus very clear that during the post- Globalization period, the number of promotion in the 
selected tea gardens ofDooars region has come down considerably. 

The lack of promotional opportunity to the deserving candidate has given rise to resentments 
among the workers in the tea gardens. The gradual spread of education among the local 
garden workers resulted in higher aspiration levels among the new generation. There has been 
growing demand that local people be appointed to clerical post in the garden whenever any 
vacancy arises in the clerical or staff category, a person from outside the tea garden is 
recruited bypassing or ignoring the local candidates. This disparity in recruitment process has 
created dissatisfaction among the workers and hence labour management relations in the tae 
gardens have been adversely affected. 

7.4.8: Status of Permanent Workers 

Tea industry is a labour intensive industry. So the labour force forms the important aspect of 
tea industry. The workers are employed on both permanent and casual basis. However the 
number of casual workers (also called as 'bigha workers' in the tea gardens) is small and 
varies from season to season. Generally during the peak season (May to November) when the 
tea leaves grow in abundance to be plucked and the existing worker's strength is not sufficient 
enough to meet the requirements, then the bigha workers are employed in the tea gardens. The 
bigha workers generally belong to the family member of the existing workers who are 
regularly staying in the garden. 
So far as permanent workers in the tea garden are concerned, it has been found from the past 
trends that the strength of permanent workers has remained almost unaltered. No significant 
increment has taken place in the number of workers from 1991 onwards from the sample tea 
gardens taken from Dooars region. The vacancy created by the retirement or death of a 
worker is duly filled up by any of his/her family members. So there exits no scope of 
generation of new employment opportunities in the tea garden unless the management takes 
the initiative. 

Through the data obtained from the selected tea gardens of Dooars regions, it is found that the 
tea gardens in Dooars has not been employing any additional employees on permanent basis 
from the last so many years. 
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Table 7.13 
Average Number of Permanent Workers in the Dooars T.Gs 

Pre Globalization Period 

1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 
Year 
No of 

Workers 1292.30 1292.43 1292.10 1292.53 1292.67 1299.07 1298.80 1299.93 

Post Globalization Period 

1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 
Year 
No of 

Workers 1300.10 1312.30 1315.57 1314.50 1314.43 1314.43 1314.30 1316.77 
Source: Individual tea garden records (various years) 

Figure 7.11 

__ }~!~~~~~~~~~~~ane~!-~or~~~!_~uril!_~-!~~-P_!ri~~-!2_~~--!~-~-~~~- ______ _ 

f 
Source: Individual tea garden records (various years) 

From figure 7.11, it is clear that there has been no such considerable amount of changes in the 
number of permanent workers. It has almost remained stagnant over the last several numbers 
of years. Average number of permanent workers in the year 1991 and 2006 was 1292.30 and 
L316.77 respectively which means, during the period of 1991 to 2006, it increased by just 
around 1.89 percent. 

On one hand, it is heartening to find that there has been no such significant decline in the 
number of permanent workers in these gardens in spite of the fact that in the era of 
globalization the employers quite frequently resort to retrenchment and lay off in order to cut 
down the labour cost. 

But at the same time it is depressing to discover that there has not been any significant 
increase in the number of permanent workers despite the fact that the tea garden population 
has gone up massively over this period of time. 
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The ever increasing population in the tea garden of Dooars has a serious bearing on both the 
management and the workers. With poor education level and lack of awareness about family 
planning, the number of children born to a worker is quite high. This increases the number of 
dependents in a family of a worker which adds more financial pressure on him. Since there is 
no scope for additional employment in the tea gardens and no other form of economic 
activities, the problem of unemployment and non absorption are bound to arise in the tea 
gardens. There is no harmony in his life, which quite naturally gets reflected in his work 
place. This situation ultimately leads to bitter industrial relations in the tea garden. With no 
other way out, the workers begin to press the management with various demands which the 
latter very often fails to comply with. So the Industrial relations get deteriorated in the 
process. 

The only instance when there was an initiative taken on the part of management to absorb 
additional workers in the tea industry was in 1999. In a tripartite agreement between the Trade 
Union, Management and the Government it was agreed upon to employ 10,000 additional 
workers in the tea gardens of Dooars and Terai region. However, the new initiative did not 
find the actual application. 

Excepting some well established tea gardens, all other tea gardens failed to maintain their 
commitment towards the agreement. So the failure of the tripartite agreement reveals the fact 
that competition created by globalization has compelled the management to cut down on 
labour cost to decrease the cost of production. Due to the major thrust on labour cost in this 
era of globalization, the management is either "unwilling" or "unable" to increase the labour 
strength10 
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